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In Japan, the nationwide earthquake early warning (EEW) system has been being operated by
the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) since 2007, disseminating information on imminent
strong ground motion to the general public and advanced technical users. In the beginning of
the operation, the system ran basedmainly on standard source-based algorithmswith a point-
source location estimate and ground motion prediction equation. The point-source algorithms
successfully provided groundmotion predictions with high accuracy during the initial operation;
however, the 2011Mw9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake and the subsequent intense aftershock and
triggered earthquake activities underscored the weaknesses of the source-based approach. In
this paper, we summarizemajor systemdevelopments after the Tohoku-Oki event to overcome
the limits of the standard point-source algorithms and to enhance the EEWperformance further.
In addition, we evaluate how the system performance was influenced by the updates. One of
significant improvements in the JMA EEW system was the implementation of two new ground
motion prediction methods: the integrated particle filter (IPF) and propagation of local
undamped motion (PLUM) algorithms. IPF is a robust point-source algorithm based on the
Bayesian inference, and PLUM is a wavefield-based algorithm that predicts ground motions
directly from observed shakings. Another notable update was the incorporation of new
observation facilities including S-net, a large-scale ocean bottom seismometer network
deployed along the Japan and Kuril trenches. The prediction accuracy and warning
issuance performance analysis for the updated JMA EEW system showed that IPF
improved the source-based ground motion prediction accuracy and reduced the risk of
issuing overpredicted warnings. PLUM made the system less likely to underpredict strong
ground motions and improved the warning issuance timeliness. The detection time analysis for
the S-net incorporation suggested that S-net enabled the system to issue the first EEW report
earlier than before the S-net incorporation for earthquakes around the Japan andKuril trenches.
Those findings indicate that the JMA EEW system has made substantial progress both on
software and hardware aspects over the 10 years after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been 10 years since the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku
earthquake (Tohoku-Oki earthquake), aMw9.0 megathrust event
in the Japan Trench, occurred on March 11, 2011. The resulting
strong ground shaking and large tsunami caused severe damage
in a large part of eastern Japan. The Tohoku-Oki earthquake and
subsequent intense seismic activity also had shed light on
technical limitations of the Japanese nationwide earthquake
early warning (EEW) system, which afterwards led to further
developments of the system.

To mitigate earthquake damage, EEW systems have been
developed and/or operated in many earthquake-prone regions
around the world such as Japan (e.g., Nakamura, 1988; Hoshiba
et al., 2008), Mexico (Espinosa-Aranda et al., 2009), the west coast
of the United States (Böse et al., 2013; Kilb et al., 2021), Taiwan
(Chen et al., 2015), Europe (Clinton et al., 2016), China (Zhang
et al., 2016), Korea (Sheen et al., 2017), and Israel (Nof and
Kurzon, 2021). In Japan, the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)
has been operating the nationwide EEW system since 2007 to
disseminate information on imminent strong ground motion to
the general public and advanced technical users (Hoshiba et al.,
2008).

In the beginning of the operation, the system ran based mainly
on standard source-based algorithms that used a point-source
model (PSM) estimate and ground motion prediction equation
(GMPE) (Kamigaichi, 2004). The PSM algorithms successfully
provided ground motion predictions with high accuracy during
the initial operation (Doi, 2011; JMA, 2014). However, the
prediction performance was poor for the Tohoku-Oki event
and subsequent intense earthquake sequences in 2011
(Hoshiba et al., 2011; Kodera et al., 2018). For the mainshock,
the system successfully issued a public warning for the Tohoku
region (the nearest region from the epicenter) before the S-wave
hit; on the other hand, the system underpredicted ground
motions for the Kanto region, ∼300 km to the southwest of
the epicenter, due to the fault finiteness (i.e., the PSM
algorithms were unable to capture the spatial extent of the
fault rupture). Just after the mainshock, the system missed
several large aftershocks; the P-wave picking algorithm did not
work because the P-wave onsets overlapped with large coda waves
of the mainshock or previous aftershocks. In addition, the system
overpredicted ground motions for multiple simultaneous
earthquakes, failing to associate P-wave travel times and
mislocating the hypocenters.

Over the past 10 years, JMA has taken various measures to
overcome those technical limitations and to enhance the system
performance further. One of significant updates of the JMA EEW
system was the implementation of two novel approaches: the
integrated particle filter (IPF) and propagation of local undamped
motion (PLUM) algorithms (Tamaribuchi et al., 2014; Kodera
et al., 2018). Another notable development was the incorporation
of new observation facilities. In this article, we report the system
improvements on prediction algorithms and seismic networks
from 2011 to 2020 and investigate how those updates influenced
the system performance using actual EEW reports issued from
April 2016 to December 2020.

The Initial Japan Meteorological Agency
Earthquake Early Warning System
JMA launched EEW service for the general public in October
2007 (Hoshiba et al., 2008). The initial EEW system was operated
by incorporating two different seismic networks (Kamigaichi
et al., 2009; Doi, 2011), versatile seismometers of JMA
(Harada, 2007; ∼220 accelerometers) and Hi-net of the
National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster
Resilience (NIED; Okada et al., 2004; Aoi et al., 2020;
∼800 high-sensitivity velocity meters) (Figure 1A). Versatile
means that the seismometers can calculate and transmit
various observation quantities related to EEW such as P-wave
arrival, displacement amplitude, and epicentral distance given by
the B-Δ algorithm (Odaka et al., 2003; Tsukada et al., 2004;
Harada, 2007). The system provided ground motion predictions
based on the PSM estimation. Source parameter estimates were
given by several algorithms running in parallel. The B-Δ,
territory, and grid-search algorithms (Kamigaichi, 2004) were
employed as the main source estimation methods. Real-time data
from the JMA versatile seismometers were fed into these
algorithms. The not-yet-arrived-data (NYAD) algorithm
(Horiuchi et al., 2005), which provided source parameters
from the Hi-net stations, was also implemented as an
independent subsystem. In addition, the system was receiving
source estimates from an external subsystem based on a classical
hypocenter determination approach using automatic P- and
S-wave picks at the JMA and Hi-net stations (we refer to this
algorithm as Hypoon). The system received hypocenter estimates
from NYAD and Hypoon only if the location errors were smaller
than rejection thresholds. Source estimates given by different
algorithms were combined into a single event in the event
identification process if the source parameters were similar to
each other. After that, ground motion predictions were calculated
from the estimated source parameters and GMPE. The GMPE
employed in the JMA EEW system was one proposed by Si and
Midorikawa (1999), which determines a peak ground velocity
(PGV) from a point-source location, magnitude, and hypocentral
distance. The PGV was converted into a JMA seismic intensity
(JMA, 1996) with the empirical equation proposed by Matsuoka
and Midorikawa (1994). Finally, the system issued EEW reports
including predicted JMA intensities and estimated source
parameters.

In the JMA EEW system, JMA seismic intensity is used as the
ground motion metric. The JMA intensity is represented in two
different ways: the 10-degree discrete representation IJMA (i.e., IJMA

� 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, five lower (5L), five upper (5U), 6L, 6U, 7) and the
continuous representation Iinst (e.g., Iinst � 2.5, 4.8). Iinst can be
converted into IJMA by rounding off Iinst to the nearest IJMA value
(e.g., 2.5≤ Iinst < 3.5 corresponds to IJMA � 3, and 4.5≤ Iinst < 5.0 is
equivalent to IJMA � 5L). The JMA EEW system issues a public
warning if the maximum predicted intensity is 5L or more on IJMA

(4.5 or more on Iinst; Hoshiba et al., 2008). IJMA � 5L corresponds
to the intensity threshold at or above which severe earthquake
damage is likely to occur.

JMA evaluated the system prediction accuracy by calculating a
prediction score, defined as the ratio of sub-prefectural areas
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whose intensity prediction error is within one unit on IJMA

among all areas with predicted or observed IJMA ≥ 4 (Doi,
2011). From October 2007 to March 2010, the system
successfully provided accurate ground motion predictions, and
the prediction score was as high as ∼80%. However, the
prediction score decreased to 28% in Japanese fiscal year 2010
(from April 2010 to March 2011) due to the occurrence of the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake (JMA, 2014).

The Japan Meteorological Agency
Earthquake Early Warning System After the
2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake
Over the 10 years after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, JMA has
upgraded the EEW system by introducing new ground motion
prediction algorithms and seismic observation facilities
(Figure 1B).

New Ground Motion Prediction Algorithms
The Integrated Particle Filter Algorithm
IPF (Tamaribuchi et al., 2014) is a PSM algorithm that has been
employed in the JMA EEW system since December 14, 2016
(JMA, 2016) to reduce the risk of overprediction due to the
misassociation of P-wave picks for multiple simultaneous
earthquakes. IPF estimates source parameters based on the
Bayesian inference (Liu and Yamada, 2014; Wu et al., 2015);
hypocenter locations are determined using not only P-wave

travel times but also various observed quantities such as
velocity amplitude, untriggered station distribution, and
epicentral distance estimated from B-Δ. For the association
of P-wave picking data, IPF also takes into account velocity
amplitudes in addition to travel time differences, to
discriminate the occurrence of multiple simultaneous
earthquakes from a single large event. Retrospective
simulations with the intense earthquake sequences caused by
the 2011 Tohoku-Oki and 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes
showed that IPF could reduce the substantial number of
overpredicted warnings compared to the PSM algorithms in
the initial JMA EEW system (Tamaribuchi et al., 2014; Kodera
et al., 2016).

In the updated EEW system, IPF is implemented as the main
PSM algorithm, replacing the B-Δ, territory, and grid-search
algorithms. The NYAD and Hypoon algorithms are still
working in the updated system; JMA has decided to leave the
two algorithms because the two algorithms use denser seismic
networks than IPF (the difference comes from whether Hi-net is
incorporated or not) and therefore could sometimes provide
source parameter estimates timelier than IPF.

IPF is being operated with JMA versatile seismometers.
Additionally, IPF uses three seismic networks maintained by
NIED: DONET, S-net, and a part of KiK-net (Kaneda et al.,
2015; Kawaguchi et al., 2015; Kanazawa et al., 2016; Uehira et al.,
2016; Mochizuki et al., 2016; Okada et al., 2004; Aoi et al., 2020;
Figures 1B, 2A,B; as of December 2020).

FIGURE 1 | Data flow diagrams with seismic networks and ground motion prediction algorithms of the JMA EEW system (A) before and (B) after the Tohoku-Oki
earthquake.
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The Propagation of Local Undamped Motion
Algorithm
PLUM (Kodera et al., 2018) is a wavefield-based algorithm (Hoshiba,
2013; Hoshiba and Aoki, 2015) that has been implemented since
March 22, 2018 (JMA, 2018) to provide accurate groundmotions for
large earthquakes with nonnegligible finite faults and for intense
earthquake sequences for which PSM algorithms could fail to
estimate correct source parameters. PLUM provides ground
motion predictions without assuming specific source models;
instead, PLUM predicts future ground motions directly from
ground shakings observed near the target sites, assuming
unattenuated plane wave incident. In the JMA EEW system, a
predicted intensity at target site k is given by
I(k)pred � max{Ir(1)obs − F(1)

0 , /, Ir(N)
obs − F(N)

0 } + F(k)
0 , where

Ir(i)obs (i � 1, /, N) are observed real-time seismic intensities
(Kunugi et al., 2013) at seismometers located within 30 km from

target site k. F(i)
0 and F(k)

0 are scalar site amplification factors at

individual sites (Iwakiri et al., 2011) converted into equivalent seismic
intensity differences. Kodera et al. (2018) showed that the JMA EEW
system could predict ground motions without underprediction for
the Tohoku-Oki mainshock if PLUMwas implemented. In addition,
other offline simulations indicated that PLUM reduced the number
of missed earthquakes for intense earthquake sequences during the
2011 Tohoku-Oki and 2016 Kumamoto events (Kodera et al., 2016;
2018). In the first year after the PLUM implementation, the JMA
EEW system issued warnings with a better detection rate, especially
for earthquakes whose observed ground motions were near the
warning threshold (Kodera et al., 2020).

As of December 2020, PLUM is being operated with two JMA
seismic networks, versatile seismometers and intensitymeters (Figure 2C).

The Hybrid Algorithm
In the updated EEW system, two different ground motion
predictions are given by the PSM and PLUM algorithms. The

FIGURE 2 | Locations of (A) JMA stations used in IPF, (B) NIED stations used in IPF, (C) JMA stations used in PLUM, and (D) Hi-net stations used in NYAD.
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two ground motion predictions are combined in the ground-
motion-based event identification process to obtain the final
ground motion prediction result (Figure 1B). The event
identification process assumes that the two ground motion
predictions are from the same event if there are one or more
overlapped sub-prefectural areas with predicted intensities of 3 or
more. The final ground motion predictions are given by taking
the maximum of predicted intensities for each area. We refer to
this procedure as the hybrid algorithm (Kodera et al., 2018).

New Seismic Observation Facilities
After the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, in addition to the introduction
of the new ground motion prediction algorithms, JMA has
incorporated new inland and offshore seismic observation
facilities for more robust and timelier EEW issuances (Figure 2).

Inland Networks
The initial JMA EEW system was being operated with ∼220 JMA
versatile seismometers and ∼800 Hi-net stations (Figure 1A). On
March 31, 2015, JMA installed 50 new versatile seismometers
mainly on the Pacific side to enhance the detection capability
(JMA, 2015; Figure 1B). Deep borehole seismometers of KiK-net
(15 stations in the southern Kanto region) were also added for the
main PSM algorithms to obtain additional lead times for
earthquakes in the Kanto region (JMA, 2015; Figures 1B, 2B).
On March 22, 2018, the start date for the PLUM operation, the
system incorporated JMA intensity meters (seismometers that
can transmit seismic intensities only) to perform the PLUM
algorithm with a denser seismic network (Kodera et al., 2018).
As of December 2020, real-time seismic intensities from ∼660
JMA intensity meters are fed into PLUM (Figures 1B, 2C). The
Hi-net high-sensitivity velocity meters (Figure 2D) are used only
for the NYAD and Hypoon algorithms.

Offshore Networks
To enhance the detection capability for offshore earthquakes,
JMA also incorporated two ocean-bottom seismometer (OBS)
networks maintained by NIED (Figures 1B, 2B). One of the OBS
networks is DONET (Kaneda et al., 2015; Kawaguchi et al., 2015;
Aoi et al., 2020), which consists of 22 OBSs across the Kumano-
Nada (DONET1) and 29 OBSs off the Kii channel (DONET2).
JMA incorporated the DONET stations partially on March 31,
2015 (JMA, 2015) and fully on June 27, 2019 (JMA, 2019b;
Figure 1B). The other network is S-net (Kanazawa et al., 2016;
Mochizuki et al., 2016; Uehira et al., 2016; Aoi et al., 2020), 150
OBSs deployed along the Japan and Kuril trenches. 125 and 25
OBSs of S-net were introduced in the system on June 27, 2019
(JMA, 2019b) and on March 24, 2020 (JMA, 2020a), respectively
(Figure 1B).

For robust magnitude estimates with OBSs, a new magnitude
estimation algorithm specialized for OBSs was developed and
introduced (Hayashimoto et al., 2019; Hayashimoto et al., 2021;
submitted to Quarterly Journal of Seismology). For inland
seismometers, the JMA EEW system calculates magnitudes
from the vector sum of three-component displacements.
However, for OBSs, three-component displacements could
overestimate magnitudes because of horizontal site

amplification caused by thick sedimentary layers
(Hayashimoto and Hoshiba, 2013; Nakamura et al., 2014) and
acceleration offset signal contamination by device orientation
changes when strong motions hit (Hayashimoto et al., 2016;
Nakamura and Hayashimoto, 2019; Takagi et al., 2019).
Hayashimoto et al. (2019) found that those overestimation
effects could be mitigated by using vertical-component instead
of three-component displacements. JMA therefore implemented
a new magnitude estimation equation based solely on vertical-
component displacements for OBSs. In addition, to eliminate
possible amplitude anomalies at OBSs near hypocenters, the new
magnitude estimation algorithm requires three or more OBSs to
calculate magnitudes (i.e., magnitude estimates are unavailable
until the system has received displacement amplitudes from three
or more OBSs; Hayashimoto et al., 2021, submitted).

Performance Evaluation for the Updated
Japan Meteorological Agency Earthquake
Early Warning System
To evaluate the performance of the updated JMA EEW system, we
assessed how the IPF and PLUM implementation influenced the
prediction accuracy and warning issuance performance. Also, we
analyzed how the S-net incorporation contributed to the detection
timeliness for earthquakes around the Japan and Kuril trenches. A
part of the prediction accuracy and warning issuance performance
analysis in this study is the same as what Kodera et al. (2020)
conducted but with an extended analysis period.

Prediction Accuracy Changes With the
Integrated Particle Filter and Propagation of
Local Undamped Motion Implementation
We investigated how the prediction accuracy of the JMA EEW
system changed with the IPF and PLUM implementation, using
the maximum and final ground motion prediction results. We
focused on the maximum ground motion predictions for the
accuracy evaluation because the system issues warnings once
predicted ground motions exceed the warning threshold. The
final ground motion predictions were also used because their
prediction errors would indicate the upper limit of prediction
accuracy for target algorithms. For PLUM, the final ground
motion predictions are the same as the maximum ground
motion predictions. In this analysis, the prediction accuracy
was evaluated for three different periods: 1) April 1, 2016 to
December 14, 2016, 2) December 14, 2016 toMarch 22, 2018, and
3) March 22, 2018 to December 31, 2020. December 14, 2016 and
March 22, 2018 are the start dates for the IPF and PLUM
operation, respectively. To evaluate the system performance
before the IPF and PLUM implementation, we took the
analysis period from April 1, 2016. We focused only on recent
EEW reports for the evaluation of the previous PSM algorithms to
exclude the possible performance change due to different
software versions. The analysis period was relatively short
compared to the entire operation period of the previous PSM
algorithms but was enough long to capture the algorithms’
characteristics because during the period the system processed
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many earthquakes including the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake
sequence.

For each period, we calculated the prediction score. For the
score calculation, predicted intensities were compared to
observed intensities on an area-by-area basis (i.e., each
intensity was obtained by taking the maximum of predicted or
observed intensities in a sub-prefectural area; for the definition of
the sub-prefectural areas, see Figure 1C in Kodera et al. (2020)).
The prediction score was defined as the ratio of areas in which the
difference between predicted and observed IJMA was equal to or
less than one IJMA unit among areas with predicted or observed
IJMA ≥ 4 (Doi, 2011). A predicted/observed Iinst was set to 0.0 if
there was no available predicted/observed intensity for a target
area. Intensities predicted by the PSM algorithms were obtained
from hypocenter estimates using two or more stations. Intensities
predicted by PLUM were what satisfied the EEW issuance
condition of PLUM (i.e., predicted Iinst ≥ 2.5; Kodera et al.,

2020). The prediction accuracy analysis in this study was done
with earthquakes for which the JMA EEW system issued EEW
reports.

During the first period, which is before the IPF and PLUM
operation, the prediction score was 69.7% with the maximum
ground motion predictions (Figure 3A) and 86.1% with the final
predictions (Figure 4A). The prediction score with the maximum
predictions was low mainly due to overprediction for events of
the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake sequence (Kodera et al., 2016).
The system still had difficulty in distinguishing multiple
simultaneous events from a large earthquake because IPF had
not been implemented yet. The system overpredicted ground
motions for several concurrent aftershocks, mislocating the
hypocenters. The prediction score with the final predictions
was higher than that with the maximum predictions, although
the prediction accuracy was still affected by the overprediction for
the Kumamoto earthquake sequence. The underprediction case

FIGURE 3 | Comparisons of observed and predicted intensities using the maximum ground motion prediction results for the three periods: (A) April 1, 2016 to
December 14, 2016 (the start date for the IPF operation), (B) December 14, 2016 to March 22, 2018 (the start date for the PLUM operation), and (C)March 22, 2018 to
December 31, 2020. Intensities were plotted on an area-by-area basis; that is, each intensity was obtained by taking the maximum among those at all sites in a sub-
prefectural area. Circles and bars in magenta indicate the mean and standard deviation of predicted intensities for each observed IJMA (data points with a predicted
intensity equal to 0 were eliminated for the calculation). Green zone is one in which prediction errors were within one IJMA unit (we assumed that those errors were
acceptable). Orange and blue zones are ones in which ground motions were overpredicted and underpredicted with intensity errors of two or more units, respectively.
Data points with predicted and observed IJMA ≤ 3 (i.e., Iinst < 3.5) are in the gray zone. The prediction score (PS) was calculated, defined as the ratio of areas whose
intensity prediction error was within one IJMA unit among areas with an observed or predicted intensity of four or more (data points in the gray zone were eliminated for the
calculation). For (C), comparison plots for the PLUM and hybrid algorithms are shown in addition to that for PSM because the period was after the PLUM operation.
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with predicted IJMA � 2 and observed IJMA � 6L in Figure 4Awas
due to duplicated event declarations; the system declared two
events, one of which had a poor source location estimate because
the location was determined only with seismometers far from the
actual epicenter.

For the second period, just after the IPF implementation, the
prediction score was 83.6% with the maximum ground motion
predictions and 92.5% with the final predictions, higher than
those during the first period (Figures 3B, 4B). IPF did not
provide mislocated hypocenters for multiple simultaneous
events, and therefore the prediction accuracy was improved
compared to that before the IPF implementation. However,
there was still an overprediction case in which ground
motions were overpredicted with errors of ≥ 2 IJMA units. The
overprediction was caused by M4.5 and M4.0 earthquakes in
January 2018 that occurred simultaneously, ∼400 km away from
each other (JMA, 2019a). The magnitude of the M4.5 earthquake
was overestimated because the system calculated the magnitude
with displacement amplitudes of the M4.0 earthquake. Although
the IPF and NYAD algorithms provided correct hypocenter
location estimates for the two events, the subsequent event
identification process associated the two earthquakes
incorrectly. In 2019, JMA updated the event identification and

magnitude calculation criteria to address the overprediction issue
(JMA, 2019a). Without ground motion predictions for the M4.5
and M4.0 earthquakes, the prediction score would have been
89.8% with the maximum predictions and 97.4% with the final
predictions (Supplementary Figures S1B, S2B).

During the third period, after the PLUM implementation, the
prediction score of PSM was 81.5 and 88.5% with the maximum
and final ground motion predictions, respectively (Figures 3C,
4C). As during the second period, IPF provided accurate source
parameter estimates without hypocenter mislocation for multiple
simultaneous earthquakes. However, an overprediction issue
occurred again on July 30, 2020 (JMA, 2020b). For a M6.0
earthquake that occurred near the Torishima island (the
epicenter was ∼500 km southward of the Japan mainland), the
system issued an overpredicted warning, estimating a M7.3
earthquake whose location was ∼440 km northward of the
actual epicenter. The overprediction was significant because no
felt ground shaking was observed although EEW users received
the warning. The Hypoon algorithm provided a mislocated
hypocenter estimate, and the system used the source estimate
because the location estimation errors (calculated by Hypoon)
were lower than the rejection criteria. The magnitude was
calculated with a displacement amplitude observed at a

FIGURE 4 | The same figure as Figure 3 but using the final ground motion prediction results.
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seismometer in the Hahajima island, ∼800 km southward of the
estimated source location. After the overprediction issue, as a
tentative measure, JMAmodified the magnitude calculation logic,
imposing the condition that seismometers used for themagnitude
estimation must be located within 700 km from the estimated
epicenter. Without the M6.0 near-Torishima event, the
prediction score of the PSM algorithms would have been 85.5
and 94.3% with the maximum and final ground motion
predictions, respectively (Supplementary Figures S1C, S2C).
For the maximum ground motion predictions, there were
several overprediction cases in which IJMA � 4 was predicted
but IJMA ≤ 2 was observed. Those overpredictions occurred
mainly because of magnitude overestimation in an early stage
with a small number of seismometers and unstable hypocenter
location estimates using seismometers at the network boundary.

During the second and third periods, the PSM algorithms
tended to underpredict ground motions especially for strong
shakings of IJMA ≥ 5L in the final EEW reports, with
prediction errors of one to three IJMA units (Figures 4B,C).
Most of those strong shakings were caused by large inland
earthquakes and were observed near the epicenters. The PSM
algorithms underpredicted the strong ground motions because of
GMPE errors and/or minor magnitude underestimation,
although accurate source locations were estimated. The
underprediction case with predicted IJMA � 2 and observed
IJMA � 5L during the third period was due to a hypocenter
estimate with a large location error caused by duplicated event
declarations (two events were declared for this earthquake, and
the PSM algorithms provided an accurate source location
estimate in the other declared event; therefore, EEW users also
received more accurate EEW reports for this earthquake).

During the third period, the PLUM prediction score was
84.6% (Figures 3C, 4C; the maximum and final ground
motion predictions are the same for PLUM). The prediction
score for PLUM was influenced by prediction errors for inland
earthquakes. The assumption of unattenuated wave incidence did
not hold for sites near epicenters of shallow inland earthquakes;
PLUM therefore overpredicted ground motions for several inland
events. In addition, PLUM missed ground motions for three
inland earthquakes with observed IJMA ≥ 5L. This was because
the strong motions were so localized that seismometers used for
PLUM did not observe IJMA ≥ 3, the EEW issuance threshold of
PLUM. On the other hand, PLUM did not cause significant
overpredictions, compared to PSM; the maximum overprediction
error of PLUM was 3 on the IJMA units (i.e., predicted IJMA � 5U
but observed IJMA � 3; the intensity difference between 5L and 5U
is counted as one IJMA unit although the interval is 0.5 Iinst) while
that of PSM was 6 (predicted IJMA � 5U but observed IJMA � 0)
with the final ground motion predictions during the third period
(Figure 4C). In addition, PLUM predicted strong shakings
caused by large inland earthquakes with smaller
underprediction errors than PSM.

The prediction score for the hybrid algorithm was 81.0 and
87.3% with the maximum and final predictions, respectively
(Figures 3C, 4C). Without the M6.0 near-Torishima
earthquake, the score would be 84.7 and 92.2% (Supplementary
Figures S1C, S2C). The prediction score for the hybrid algorithm

was similar to but slightly smaller than that for PSM, influenced by
PLUM ground motion predictions. This indicates that the hybrid
algorithm inherited the characteristics of both PSM and PLUM.

Warning Issuance Performance Changes
With the Integrated Particle Filter and
Propagation of Local Undamped Motion
Implementation
We also evaluated how the warning issuance performance was
changed by the IPF and PLUM implementation. We investigated
which earthquakes with IJMA ≥ 1 (Iinst ≥ 0.5; felt earthquakes)
were warned/missed by the JMA EEW system, taking the same
analysis period as in Prediction Accuracy Changes With the
Integrated Particle Filter and Propagation of Local Undamped
Motion Implementation. In addition, the warning timeliness was
assessed by calculating warning issuance time differences between
PSM and PLUM. From April 2016 to December 2020, there was
no overprediction case in which the system issued a warning for
an earthquake with observed IJMA � 0, except for the M6.0 near-
Torishima earthquake in July 2020.

During the first period, the JMA EEW system issued warnings
for large earthquakes with a high detection rate (Figure 5A).
Especially, warnings were issued for all earthquakes with
observed IJMA ≥ 5U, except for two inland earthquakes of the
2016 Kumamoto earthquake sequence. However, the system
issued overpredicted warnings for M2–3-class (i.e., 2.0 ≤ M <
4.0) earthquakes of the Kumamoto earthquake sequence with
observed IJMA ≤ 3, providing mislocated hypocenter estimates.

During the second period, the system issued warnings with a
similar detection rate to that during the first period for
earthquakes with observed IJMA ≥ 5L (Figure 5B). An
overpredicted warning was issued for the simultaneous
occurrence of the M4.5 and M4.0 earthquakes in January
2018, which was not due to hypocenter mislocation but due to
incorrect event association in the event identification process (in
Figure 5B; only the M4.5 earthquake is plotted). IPF did not
cause overpredicted warnings for earthquakes with observed
IJMA ≤ 3.

During the third period, PSM and PLUM detected warning
events with a low missing rate for observed IJMA ≥ 5U
(Figure 5C). For earthquakes with 4.5 ≤ Iinst < 5.0
(earthquakes near the warning threshold), PLUM had a higher
detection rate than PSM. This was because PLUM was less likely
to underpredict strong motions for inland earthquakes than PSM
(see Prediction Accuracy Changes With the Integrated Particle
Filter and Propagation of Local Undamped Motion
Implementation). There were two earthquakes with observed
IJMA � 3 for which the system issued overpredicted warnings,
owing to source parameter estimates by IPF. Those were due to
magnitude overestimation in an early stage and unstable
hypocenter location estimates at the seismometer network
boundary. Although the system also issued overpredicted
warnings after the IPF implementation, the overpredicted
earthquakes with observed IJMA ≤ 3 had larger magnitudes
(M5–6-class; 5.0 ≤ M < 7.0) than those during the first
period (M2–3-class).
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To assess the warning timeliness, we evaluated warning
issuance time differences between PSM and PLUM, using the
13 earthquakes warned by both of PSM and PLUM during the
third period (Figure 5D). For five out of the 13 earthquakes, the
warning issuance times of PLUM were earlier than those of PSM.
The median time difference was ∼3.4 s. The warning timeliness
was improved for those events because PLUM was less likely to
underpredict strong ground motions than PSM, and PLUM used
the denser JMA seismic network than IPF.

Detection Capability Changes With the
S-Net Incorporation
Focusing on the S-net incorporation, we investigated how the new
observation facilities changed the detection capability of the JMA
EEW system. The timeliness of the first EEW report was
evaluated for earthquakes around the Japan and Kuril
trenches, where S-net has been deployed. Here, we use the
term “detection time” as the time when the system issued the
first EEW report.

The target area for the detection time analysis is shown in
Figure 6A. For earthquakes inside the area, we calculated the
cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of detection times
before and after June 27, 2019, the start date for the S-net

incorporation (Figure 6B). The CDF after the S-net
incorporation took smaller values for all detection times than
the CDF before the incorporation, indicating that S-net
successfully improved the detection timeliness for earthquakes
around the Japan and Kuril trenches. Especially, after the S-net
incorporation, the system issued the first EEW report within
21.78 and 30.14 s from the origin time for 50 and 75% of
earthquakes inside the area, respectively, which were 3.90 and
8.83 s earlier than before the incorporation.

In addition, we also calculated the CDFs for earthquakes
outside the target area (Figure 6C). The CDF values did not
change drastically before and after the S-net introduction. The
detection time difference was less than ∼2.0 s, implying that the
detection time variability due to temporal seismicity change was
within ∼2.0 s. The detection time reduction for earthquakes
inside the area was larger than ∼2.0 s; therefore, the timeliness
improvement by S-net was significant.

DISCUSSION

IPF has been implemented to overcome the overprediction issue
caused by the mislocation of multiple simultaneous earthquakes.
Before the IPF operation, the prediction score for the PSM

FIGURE 5 | (A–C) Earthquakes with a warning issued by the PSM, PLUM, and hybrid algorithms (blue circle) and earthquakes without a warning issued (red cross).
In this analysis, earthquakes with IJMA ≥ 1 (Iinst ≥ 0.5; felt earthquakes) were used. The analysis periods were the same as in Figure 3. Each earthquake was plotted with
the peak observed intensity and catalog magnitude. For multiple simultaneous earthquakes, only one of the earthquakes was plotted. The horizontal gray line along Iinst �
4.5 indicates the warning threshold. (D) Warning issuance time differences between the PSM and PLUM algorithms with earthquakes for which both of the PSM
and PLUM algorithms satisfied the warning condition during the third period (upper panel) and the histogram of the warning issuance time differences (lower panel).
Circles in blue (red) correspond to earthquakes for which PLUM (PSM) satisfied the warning condition earlier than PSM (PLUM).
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algorithms was 69.7% with the maximum ground motion
predictions; after the IPF implementation, the prediction score
increased to more than 80% (83.6% from December 14, 2016 to
March 22, 2018 and 81.6% fromMarch 22, 2018 to December 31,
2020). After the IPF operation, the PSM algorithms caused
significant ground motion overpredictions for the M4.5 and
M4.0 earthquakes in January 2018 and for the M6.0 near-
Torishima earthquake in July 2020, which were not due to IPF
but due to the event identification process and the Hypoon
algorithm. Without the two overprediction cases, the
prediction score would have been 89.8% from December 14,
2016 to March 22, 2018 and 85.5% from March 22, 2018 to
December 31, 2020. Those results indicate that IPF provided
source parameter estimates with a higher accuracy than the
previous PSM algorithms. The warning performance analysis
showed that, before the IPF implementation, the system issued
overpredicted warnings for M2–3-class earthquakes because of
mislocated source estimates provided by the previous PSM
algorithms. On the other hand, IPF did not cause
overpredicted warnings for earthquakes with observed IJMA ≤
3, except for two M5–6-class events. There were several
earthquakes with observed IJMA � 4 for which IPF satisfied
the warning condition; however, their magnitudes were M4-
class or more. These imply that IPF reduced the risk of
issuing overpredicted warnings with small (M2–3-class)
earthquakes.

The prediction score for PSM using the final EEW reports was
∼90% after the IPF operation; however, even with the final
ground motion predictions, the PSM algorithms were likely to
underpredict strong shakings caused by large inland earthquakes,
because of GMPE errors and/or minor magnitude
underestimation. Especially, the underprediction due to GMPE
errors underscored the prediction accuracy limitation of the
source-based approach; that is, correct hypocenter location

and magnitude estimates do not always provide accurate
ground motions because of GMPE errors (Hoshiba et al., 2010).

After the IPF operation, significant ground motion
overpredictions occurred for the M4.5 and M4.0 earthquakes
in January 2018 and for the M6.0 near-Torishima earthquake in
July 2020. The first case was due to incorrect event association in
the event identification process. The other case was because of a
mislocated hypocenter estimate from the Hypoon algorithm.
Those overprediction cases indicate that there are still
technical challenges that need to be addressed to attain more
robust source-based ground motion predictions. A possible
solution for the technical issues is to skip the event
identification process by integrating the different PSM
algorithms into a single algorithm. The integration may be
possible by feeding all available seismic data into IPF,
although the current IPF algorithm does not incorporate Hi-
net high-sensitivity velocity meters. Several previous studies
suggested that the Hi-net velocity sensors could be used for a
PSM algorithm in combination with accelerometers if the
instrumental response was corrected (Yamada et al., 2014;
Noguchi et al., 2020; Yamada et al., 2021).

PLUM has been introduced to provide robust ground motion
predictions for complex earthquake scenarios such as a large
earthquake with a finite fault and an intense earthquake sequence.
The prediction score for PLUM was 84.6%, which was affected by
prediction errors for shallow inland earthquakes. On the other
hand, PLUM predicted strong ground motions caused by large
inland earthquakes with smaller underprediction errors than
PSM. The warning performance analysis showed that, for
earthquakes near the warning threshold (i.e., the peak
observed intensity was 4.5 ≤ Iinst < 5.0), PLUM detected the
strong motions and satisfied the warning condition with a lower
missing rate than PSM. In addition, there were five events for
which the warning issuance time of PLUMwas earlier than that of

FIGURE 6 | (A) The target area for the detection time analysis for S-net (shaded area) and the locations of S-net stations. (B) the CDFs of detection times for
earthquakes inside the target area before and after June 27, 2019, the start date for the S-net incorporation (that is, from April 1, 2016 to June 27, 2019 and from June
27, 2019 to December 31, 2020; blue broken and red solid lines, respectively). The detection time means the time when the JMA EEW system issued the first EEW
report. The detection times for CDF values of 0.50 and 0.75 are shown. OT, origin time. (C) The same figure as (B) but for earthquakes outside the target area.
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PSM. Those results indicate that PLUM attains the robustness
and timeliness of the ground motion prediction for strong
shakings, at the expense of the prediction accuracy for shallow
inland events (robustness here means that the capability of
predicting ground motions without missing or
underprediction). The PLUM’s characteristics discussed here
were already mentioned in Kodera et al. (2020) but were
validated with a longer analysis period in this study. Reducing
prediction errors for inland earthquakes is one of technical issues
for PLUM. A more complicated wave propagation model may be
required to improve the PLUM prediction performance for
inland earthquakes. Another technical challenge for PLUM is
that lead times given by PLUM are limited because ground
motions are predicted based on direct observations at nearby
seismometers. Introducing P-wave information and/or an
attenuating wave propagation model may lengthen available
lead times (Kodera, 2018; 2019).

Owing to the PLUM implementation, the JMA EEW system
attained robust and timely ground motion predictions for
earthquakes with high observed intensities. At the same time,
the system had a higher possibility of overprediction for shallow
inland earthquakes than before. Although the PLUM
implementation caused an adverse effect on the system
prediction accuracy, the prediction accuracy analysis for the
hybrid algorithm indicates that the adverse impact was not
very large. The prediction score for the hybrid algorithm was
81.0% with the maximum ground motion predictions and 87.3%
with the final predictions. Those percentages were lower than
those for PSM; however, the differences were limited to within
∼1%, implying that the prediction errors due to PLUM were
acceptable.

Two large-scale OBS networks, DONET and S-net, have been
incorporated into the JMA EEW system to improve the detection
capability for offshore earthquakes. The detection capability
analysis for S-net showed that S-net shortened detection times
for earthquakes around the Japan and Kuril trenches
substantially. This indicates that the current JMA EEW system
would issue public warnings with longer lead times than the
system in 2011 if large earthquakes occur again around the Japan
trench. In the western region of the Nankai trough, along which a
M9-class megathrust earthquake is anticipated, NIED is planning
to construct a new large-scale OBS network, N-net (Aoi et al.,
2020). The N-net observation data will be transmitted to the JMA
EEW system in real time. N-net would improve the detection
timeliness for earthquakes around the network as well as S-net.

CONCLUSION

The 2011Mw9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake and subsequent intense
earthquake sequence underscored technical limitations of the
source-based algorithms employed in the initial JMA EEW
system. To overcome the technical issues and to enhance the
system performance further, JMA has implemented the IPF and
PLUM algorithms and incorporated new observation facilities
including S-net.

To evaluate the prediction accuracy changes with the IPF and
PLUM implementation, we calculated a prediction score, defined
as the ratio of sub-prefectural areas for which ground motions are
predicted within intensity errors of one IJMA unit among all areas
with predicted or observed IJMA ≥ 4. Before the IPF
implementation, the prediction score based on the maximum
prediction results was as low as 69.7% because of mislocated
hypocenter estimates provided by the previous PSM algorithms
for multiple simultaneous earthquakes. IPF increased the
prediction score to more than 80%, providing accurate source
parameter estimates based on the Bayesian inference. In addition,
IPF reduced the number of overpredicted warnings for
earthquakes with a small magnitude (M2–3-class) and low
peak intensity (IJMA ≤ 3).

The PLUM implementation made the system less likely to
underpredict strong ground motions caused by large inland
earthquakes, which was due to PLUM’s ground motion
prediction approach using direct observation of ongoing
ground shakings. PLUM also enabled the system to issue
warnings with a low missing rate for earthquakes whose
observed intensities were just above the warning threshold.
The warning timeliness was improved by PLUM for five out
of the 13 earthquakes warned by both of PSM and PLUM. The
median of the improved warning times was ∼3.4 s.

The detection time analysis for S-net showed that the
incorporation of S-net shortened 50th and 75th percentile
detection times (times required to issue the first EEW report)
by 3.90 and 8.83 s, respectively, for offshore earthquakes around
the Japan and Kuril trenches.

Those findings indicate that, over the 10 years after the
Tohoku-Oki earthquake, the JMA EEW system has made
substantial progress both on software and hardware
aspects. At the same time, there is still room for further
improvements of the system on the ground motion
prediction algorithms and observation facilities. The
JMA EEW system in the next 10 years will achieve more
accurate, timely, and robust EEW issuance for possible
future large earthquakes.
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